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16 Abstraci 
This report summarize s NASA-s ponsor ed research in th erm ionic energy conversion 
technology conducted at Thermo Elect r on Corporation f rom J uly 1976 through April 1977. 
The objectives of this study were to prod uce converters suitable for use in out-of-core 
space reactors, radioisotope generators, and solar sate ll ites. Such applications require 
higher cunverter efficiency. Improved th e r mionic converter performance requires the 
development of emitter elect t'odes that operate at low ce sium pressure, stable low work 
function collector electrodes, and mor e effic ient means of spa ce charge neutrali7.ation. 
All of these avenues to improved performance ar e bein g explored. Potential improvements 
in collector properties were noted with evaporated thin film barium ox ide coatings, which 
were measured to have nearly tempe rature-indep endent bar work functions of 1.4 eV. 
Experiments with cesium carbonate sugg e st that this substance may provide optimum com-
binations of cesium and oxygen for the rmionic conversion. Diodes constructed with lanthan-
um hexaboride collectors were observed to ha v e barrier indices below 2.0 eY at low cesium 
pressures. A pulsed ring triode substantially reduced the inte r electrode plasma arc drop 
at current densities less than 2 A/ cm 2 in c esium -x e n on m ixtur e s, and could be operated at 
O. 5-mm electrod e spacings and 0.5 torr cesium ):>1 ~ ssur e . In particulate-spaced diode 
experimente, significant power was produced in devices spaced (0.012 mm) with magne-
.tum oxide and barium oxide. 
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SUMMARY 
Efficient thermionic e nergy converters ope ra t ing as critical com-
ponents in space vehicles r equire improv - me nts in emitter and collector 
properties, as well as dec reased potential los ses in the plasma as the 
electrons flow across the interelectrode space. This report details the 
results from a ten-month effort aimed at thes objectives. 
o 
Experiments with evaporated thin films (less than 100 A) of BaO 
have yielded bare work functions approximating 1.4 e V, which are 
lower than those observed for the thicker, sprayed material. In addi-
tion. this work function is almost independent of temperature in the 
range from 400 to 750 K. 
Heated cesium carbonate dispenses optimum amounts of cesium 
and oxygen for low work function surfaces. Measurements made on 
several substrates exposed to a heated cesium carbonate source 
yielded work functions between 1. 05 and 1. 15 eV. 
Thermionic converter performance is substantially enhanced by 
the addition of oxygen, which normally lowers the collector work func-
tion and reduces the cesium pre;5sures required for practical current 
densities from the emitter. Oxygen is eithe r introduced directly into 
a converter through a silver leak tube or dispensed from a metallic 
oxide coating on the collector. A thermionic converter with a leak 
tube and a LaB6 collector gave a work function measured by back 
emission of 1.28 eV. A converter constructed with a double layer 
of tungsten oxide on a columbium-l '10 zirconium collector operated 
for 2200 hours at power levels near 3 W /cm2 and a barrier index of 
2.06 eV. 
An auxiliary ring electron - r e placed the grid formerly used in 
triode experiments. This design allowed closer interelectrode spacings 
to minimize coulombic resistanc e. Uniform pulsed discharges were 
visually observed through a sapphire window in the c onverter at elec-
trode spacings as low as 0.5 mm, and cesium pressures up to 0.5 torr. 
In comparison to the grid configuration, the ring triode exhibited im-
proved performance. 
A noncesiated particulate-spaced diode with molybdenum e lectrodes 
has given short-circuit currents greater than one ampere at an emitter 
temperature of 1450 K. The spacing of 13 urn was maintained with a 
1 
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porous BaO ."oating . No sh rting was observed fo r over 100 hours. 
Spac ings as low as 3.3 urn have becn achicv d wilh molybdenum laser 
mirrors wilh an area of 5 cm 2 at room temperature. Practical elec-
trical rcsistance was maintained in a MgO spaced diode with a flexible
 
foil collector at a CeSiun1 pressure of 0.1 lorr. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Space missions require reliable power systems with a high power-
to-weight ratio. These requirements are fulfilled by thermionic con-
verters, which contain no moving parts, and which operate with rela-
tively small radiators because of the high heat rejection temperatures. Because such converters lend themselves to modular construction, an 
added benefit of these systems is the elimination of single-point failures. A variety of reactor and radioisotope systems have demonstrated the potential of thermionic conversion for space applications. 
Although most of the U. S. thermionic reactors in the sixties, as 
well as U. S. S. R. TOPAZ thermionic reactors, were based 0n in-core 
thermionic converters, out-of-core systems have the advantages of 
reduced shield weight and increased design flexibility. However, out-
of-core reactor designs necessitate reduced emitter temperatures . Consequently, it is important to improve thermionic converter perfor-
mance with better electrodes and reduced plasma losses in the inter-
electrode spacing. 
This report describes the NASA-sponsored thermionic energy 
conv rsion research and technology program conducted between July 1976 and April 1977 at Thermo Electron Corporation. This program 
was ailned at providing efficient thermionic converters ior space mis-
sions by developing high-current emitters operating at temperatures from 1400 to 1800 K with stable low work function collectors and inter-
electrode voltage drops of a few tenths of a volt. This effort compli-
ments an ERDA-sponsored program to produce efficient and economical 
thermionic conversion systems for use in topping fossil-fueled stearn powerplants. 
Basic surface experiments are described in Section II, high-
efficiency diode tests are detailed in Section III, pulsed triode con-
verter investigations are discussed in Section IV, and particulate-
spaced diode studies are summarized in Section V. The major results 
of these sections are discussed in Se c tion VI, with the important con-
clusions listed in Section VII. 
3 
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II. BASIC SURFACE EXPERIMENTS 
A. ACTIVATION CHAMBER STUDIES 
1. Experiments with Evaporated Barium Oxide Films 
A conventionally sprayed thermioni.:: cathode consists of an approx-imately 100-um thick bc;.rium oxide (more accurately, barium-strontium-
calcium oxide) layer deposited on a metallic su!:>strate. This electrode has a work function of approximately 1.5 eV. Earlier experiments in 
the Activation Chamber showed that this work function could be further 
reduced by exposure to cesium vapor. On the basis of these results, 
several thermionic diodes were constructed with sprayed barium oxide 
collectors. The collector work functions (as determined from back-
emission measurements) looked promising, but the current-voltage 
characteristics indicated that the barium oxide layer had an excessive 
resistance. 
Because of the difficulty of appreciably reducing the thicknes s of 
the sprayed layer , a project was initiated to produce much thinner barium oxide films by evaporation . From earlier work on such films produced at the Naval Research Laboratories (private communication 
with R. Thomas), it was known that low work functions could be ob-
tained with evaporated layers . A total of 15 evaporation experiments 
were performed in the Activation Chamber. The following is a brief 
summary of the results . 
All evaporated films were produced by spraying a thick layer of 
either barium carbonate or the conventional (Ba, Sr, Ca) carbonate 
onto a platinum ribbon filament. On heating this filament, the organic binder evaporated at arolmd 675 K, then the ca rbonates decomposed into oxide and carbon dioxide at about 1075 K, and finally the barium 
oxide evaporated above approximately 1475 K. Strontium oxide and 
calcium oxide evaporated at much higher temperature s . Auger analy-
sis confirmed that the deposit obtained by heating the oxide mixture 
to the evaporation temperature of barium oxide contained no strontium 
or calcium. Thus, it is immaterial whether barium oxide was evap-
o rated from the mixed carbonate o r from pure barium carbonate; however, most experiments were perform e d with barium carbonate. 
5 
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The exp( ·rim.ental arra ngement for the inve stigation of evaporated 
ba rium oxide is shown in Figure 1. The ca rb o nate was sprayed to 
a pproximately the same thickness on both side s of the platinum strip. 
On heating the strip, barium oxide was deposite d from one side of the 
strip onto th e nickel substrate, and from the other side onto the Sloan 
Digital Thickness Monitor 200. This monitor was mounted at approxi-
mate ly the same distance from the strip as the sample, and the geom-
etry of the apparatus was such that the accura y of the thickness mea-
surement wa s within .±20 percent, which was sufficient fo r the imme-
diate purpos e . The cesium channel was provided for studying the 
e ffe ct of cesium on the work function of barium oxide . 
During the evaporation proce ss, the following properties of the 
d e po s ited layer were studied: 1) chang e of work function with thickness, 
2) change of photoemi ssion with thickness, and 3) chang e of work func-
tion with temperature. Typical results for the changes with increasing 
thickne ss are shown in Figure 2. The chang e of work function with . 
thic kne ss is in good a g reeme nt with the find in gs of Thomas (private 
comm unication with R. Thomas of the Naval R e s e arch Laboratories); 
i. e., the work funct i on de c reas e s with i n r r e asing th ickness, reaching 
o 
a minimum in the 1. 4 eV region at a thickness below 100 A. It is 
appa rent from the figure that the photoemissio n continue s to rise when 
the thickness is increased beyond the value at which the work function 
beco mes constant. Qualitatively, these eIfects can be e xpla ined as 
follo ws: At the laye r thi c knes s at which the work function reaches its 
minimum, only a small fra c tion of the incident light is absorbed; hence, 
with inc reasing thicknes s , r l1.ore photons a r e absorbe d a nd converted 
into photoelectrons. 
As shown in Figure 3, the work function of evapora ted barium 
oxide is inexplicably much less temperature-de p e nde nt than that of 
s praye d material; thus, the e va porate d material is more suitable for 
u se a !:> diode collectors ope r a ting above 400 K . 
Contrary to the earlie r r e sults with s praye d bar i um oxide film.s, 
e xpos ure to low-pre ssure c e s i um vapo r did n o t improve the work func-
ti on. Howeve r, the re i s a p os s ibility that the hig he r ces ium vapor 
p r es s ure s available in a diode may have a benefic ial e ffect . 
T h e evaporz tion from the pla tinum s trip w a s c onv nient for pre -
limin a ry e xpe riments, but it is impractica l for produc ing an e vaporated 
ba ri u m oxide deposit on the c0llec tor afte r a s sembly of th e rHode becaus e 
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lhl'r e iti n l: r ')() n1 for lh ' ~Lrlp in til, uiocll~ gVIlll1 't r y . 'Ih' relor , 
'..! xpcrilne nl ti W l ' r c mar! ' l li'Xplul" I Ill' P() <. ibilll), of evapur ling 
ba rium oxiuC' o nlo lhe 'UU(' CLUl' s uosLrcl \(' I ) f u!"e c. -:;s(~m bling Lhe 
di od ' . This pr oced ur e n'cL'ti "L,.ll U th.)l LIl ' \. poraLC'd fi l m b 
eX~1osed t o a i r before fina l acuaLwn of lh ' diode . 
It i s a commun exp ricnc ' wi Ll. standd nj spr y d ba r ium oxide 
ca thod es that exposure '){ an <.i. ' Lival d cd. hod ' to a ir destroys the: 
e mis s i on , but that th cmiti~ion recove r s o n hl' ling Lh 'athod in a 
vacuum to th' orig ina l ' eli Cl tiol1 ('rllp'rd. Ul'(' , ti suming simila r 
be havior , an evaporated ba rium oxid fi l m \V :l S exposed to a i l' a nd 
th e n remounLe d in th e va 'Llum chan)b 'r. IleaL Ll'l::a tment d id , in fa c t , 
reduce i;h w ork [wl c ti on cun , iclerably, bul it \ as n ' ver l' stored t o 
th origina l v a lue . Th~ lO\vcst work \.Inclion.5 obl ined by this method 
were inth ' I, Se Vr g ion , boutO . 4e hi~he rtbanbeforeexpos ure 
l o a ir , a nd 0 . 2 e V h ig h ' 1' lhan lh wLJ rk rune ions of stamlard spra ye d 
m ter ia l. AL pre s nL there i~ no explana tion for this irrevers ible 
d e l ' riorati o n of th evaporaLc' cI l> nUl uxide films. 
An alte rnativc method was tr ied in (nuer L v o ieI th det r imenta l 
' [fe c l of a ir e xpo s ur . 13arium oxide was 'vaporated f r om a p la'.. inum 
o 
s trip onto a se nd plalinum slrip to a Lhil.knc s::; of ,.l bout 3000 A . The 
S' 'ond s trip was l hen xpo s l' cI t o air n ' 1l1ounLecl in lil e Vc3. uum cha m -
b ' 1' in s u ch a way tha l lh b riUlll oxi.de (.'()uld be eVcljJora l ecl o nto Lh e 
ni c ke l substrat . This re'v pora cI fi ll ll show cl tIl<' 10 wo r k {uncLon 
a nd o lh ' 1' pr o pe l' t i s of th ba r ium oxicl ' films that wer eva p o rated 
ui re c Uy fr ' nl a platinum s t rip in the vacuum c hamb r . The s ucc",ss 
( )f t, h is d o ubl e e v apo r ation is probabl y du lo II fact th t lh", po rti on 
(j[ lh ' s urface f il m e XI os d to ail' w s r e vapora lc.'c! fi r s l , and then 
e )vered by th ' sul>s 'qu n Lly eva pora l ed c1 n m teri a l. 
For use as coll ct0r n )' t ' ria l, Ih double apuration technique 
hd.s a n a dditiona l d vant g . Tb' first d· ':i it an b' l'va p o rated onto 
<.t w ' ll-degas sed 'mitt ,1' for l al '1' re v porati n onto lh _ ollecto r . In 
lhi s way , I:h ' call t r nd the whole syslem C,.ln be utgass d before 
th· fi.na l e va po r at ion f barium oxid' [[ ont lh ' miller Ol'ito th co ll c -
tur. This pr o dur was follow cI In prep rin g apo r a t r'd bari um 
oxid' as - o lle tor m a t ria l. I) ' aUSL' bfl riuln xid(' l~ known t o 
t " e t. ' h 'mi 'a lly with Lungsl n lo form tun gstc.'l1 oxid ' and e l'm nta l 
ba r ium (r f. 1), pl a t inunl mill')' was t ti 'c! in lh fir s t diod xp ri. -
nwnL. 
r . 
2. Experiments with Cesium Carbonate 
a. Introduction 
The lowest effective wo .. k functions are obtained on s urfaces con-
taining both cesium and oxyg en. (Effective work function is defined as 
that. value derived from the Richardson equation, with A = 120 A/cm2K2 
(ref. 2).) Effective work functions as low as 1.0 to 1.1 eV have been 
observed with compositions of VI -O-Cs (ref. 3), Ag-O-Cs (S-l photo-
cathode) (ref. 4), and Si-O-Cs (negative electron affinity emitter) (ref. 5). 
The exact chemical and physical structure of the cesium-oxygen 
layer that produces the lowest work function is unknown. Indeed, there 
appear to be two types of cesium-oxygen suriac '::! s. The first, repre-
sented by W -O-Cs and Si-O-Cs, contains the two elements in quantities 
of monatomic dimension. The second type, represented by Ag-O-Cs, 
contains tens of monolayers of the two elements. (This second, bulk, 
effect is probably resIJonsible for thermionic emission from BaO 
cathodes, whereas the first type resembles the monolayer barium-
oxygen surface of the dispenser cathode (ref. 6).) 
Characterization of the low -Nork function cesium -oxygen combin-
ation is diffic.llt be cause: 
(1) The material is unstable in air and must , therefore , b~ 
studied in the vacuum environment in which it is formed. 
(2) The absolute amounts of cesium and oxygen involved are 
exceedingly small, especially in the monolayer surfaces. 
(3) Cesium and oxygen form many compounds of varying Cs:O 
ratios (ref. 7). Hence, even an accurate determination of 
the Cs:O ratio in the surface film does not define unambigu-
ously whether the optimum (lowest work function) combination 
consists of one specific oxide or of a mixture of different 
oxides. Moreover, it is likely that the surfaces contain some 
of the cesium in the form of adsorbe d, rather than chemically 
bound, atoms, because extended expos ure to oxygen alwa ys 
reduces the electron emission . 
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Cesium-oxygen surfaces are usually produced by exposing the 
substrate material to separate sources of cesium vapor and oxygen, 
o r by exposing a metal oxide to ·esium vapor. The thermionic emis-
sion can then be measured from a well-defined cesium oxide vapor 
dc-posited onto a metal substrate during exposure to elemental cesium. 
A convenient way of producing such a cesium oxide deposit seemed to 
be a tnethod ~nalogous to that conventionally used for the formation 
of (Ba, Sr, Ca)O thermionic cathodes; i. e., the thermal decomposition 
of the carbona.te a ccording to 
(1) 
The relatively high vapor pressure of CsZO should then permit the 
evaporation of a CsZO film of controlled fuickness. However, results 
fUW1d in earlier publications (refs. 8 and 9) made it dOllbtful whether 
CsZO could be produced in a c cordance with equation (I). 
Lebeau (ref. 8) observed decomposition of CsZC03 occurring near 
875 K in vacuum, but he did not identify the resulting cesium oxide. 
Klemm and Scharf (ref. 9) observed that CsZO evaporates in vacuum 
as CsZO up to about 675 K, but that above 775 K the compound decom-
puses into metallic cesium and cesium pe roxid e a ccording to 
(Z) 
As one would expect, e lenle ntal ces ium evaporates first; however, 
with increasing t e mpe rature, the peroxide evaporates as w e ll. Both 
Cs and CsZOZ were unambiguo usly identified in the condensate of the 
high-temperature CsZO de composition by X-ray analysis (ref. 9). In 
accordance with references 8 and 9, at temperatures of 875 K and 
above, the decomposition of CsZC03 would be e xpected to produce 
CsZC?Z and Cs rc>.ther than C s ZO. 
b. Experimental Ar l'angement 
All experiment~: were pe rformed in the A ctivation Chamber. The 
apparatus was similar to that shown in Figure 1. A 30 x 3 x O. 025-mm 
platinum ribbon filament, spray-coated on both sides with a CsZC03 
powder suspension, was mounted about I cm above the sample, with 
a Sloan monitor positioned at about the same dista nce be low the sample. 
•• 
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c. Experimental Result s with Cs 2C03 
In the first experiment. the CS2COrcoated platinum ribbon was 
slowly heated to about 675 K to remove the organic binder. The nickel 
sample was then cleaned by heating to 1075 K. Thermionic emission 
from the sample corresponded to a work function much greater than 
2 eV with no measureable photoemission. Increasing the temperature 
of the platinum ribbon to between 825 and 875 K. as measured with an 
Ircon (Model 300 LC) infrared pyrometer. produced a dro~ in work 
function and a photoemission of approximately 10- 5 to 10- electrons 
per photon. On furthe r i .!ating of the platinwn ribbon. the photosensi-
tivity increased by approximately an order of magnitude. and the thresh-
old wavelength moved into the infrared range. as indicated by response 
o 
":hrough a Corning 7-56 filter (cut-off near 8000 A). Concurrently, the 
thermionic emission current, at a sample temperature of 450 K, in-
creased rapidly to a value corresponding to a work function around 
1.2eV. 
Heating the platinum ribbon for a longer time did not affect the 
photoemission appreciably; however. the work function decreased 
further, reaching a stable value in the 1. 05 to 1. 15 eV range at 
sample temperatures below 475 K. At higher sample temperatures, 
both thermionic emission and photoemission decreased, but reheating 
the platinum ribbon recovered the optimum values of photo- and thermi-
onic emiss ion. 
This experiment was repeated several times with remarkably 
reproducible results. In later experiments, the thickness of the 
deposit was monitored with the Sloan i nstrument to measure the 
thickness required for minimum work function (Figure 4). These 
measurements are approximate because geometry problems make 
it uncertain whether equal amounts (per unit area) of material are 
d e posited on both sample and monitor. Moreover, the chemical 
composition and, henc e, the density of the deposit are not known. 
o 
The deposit thickness is estimated to be between 70 and 140 A, cor-
responding to 25 to 50 monolayers. 
Attempts were made to lower the work func tion below the 1. 05 
to 1. 15 eV range by exposing the sample to small amounts of cesium 
vapor released from the cesium channel. In all cases, both thermi-
onic and photoelectric emission decreas e d, but recovered on heating 
the sample to between 400 and 450 K. 
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Experiments were also performed to determine the effect of the 
substrate material on the emission properties of the deposited material. 
In addition to nickel, substrates of silver and sprayed (Ba, Sr, Ca)O 
cathode material (RCA 33C-17 SA) were us e d. The results were indis-
tinguishable from those produced on the nickel substrate. 
d. Discussion of Cs l C03 Experiments 
The chemical composition of the low work function surface pro-
duced by evaporating CSlC03 is not known. Although a direct analysis 
of the material is difficult, the experimental results suggest the following: 
(1) 
(l) 
A minimum layer of thickness of tens of monolayers is required 
to obtain a work function below 1.15 eVe This "L~ick" coating 
suggests that the emission is due to a bulk, rather than to a 
purely surface, effect. Thus, the material resembles the 
BaO-cathode rather than the barium dispenser cathode. Addi-
tional evidence for a bulk effect is the independence of the 
work function from the substrate material. 
It is usually assumed (ref. 4) that surfaces having work func-
tions in the 1 eV range consist of CslO and adsorbed Cs. 
However, if the deposit produced by the decomposition of 
CSlC03 consists of CSlOl and Cs in accordance with refer-
ence 8, the following possibilities must be considered: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
The material is and remains a mixture of CSlOl and Cs. 
The reaction shown in equation (l) is partially reversible, 
and reformed CSlO is responsible for the low work func-
tion in agreement with the usual assumption. 
Some of the evaporating cesium may react with the 
simultaneously released CO2 according to 
(3) 
Although this reaction could explain the presence of 
Cs lO, it would not reduce tl:e amount of Cs lOl in the 
deposit. 
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The foll( .wing arguments can be made favoring possibility (b) above: 
• 
• 
• 
If (a) occurred, considerable amounts of elementary cesiUln 
should be deposite d on the substrate . However, two experi-
mental facts indicate that the amount of elemental cesium in 
the deposit is small. First, appreciable amounts of free 
cesium depcsited on the Sloan monitor g radually evaporated 
in the high vacuum system. In fact, the read:ng on the mon-
itor remained stable , even after pum ping for over 18 hours. 
Second, additional exposure to cesium vapor was always 
detrimental, but the low work function was restored by a 
brief heating above 400 K . This suggests that the minimutn 
work function is associated w i th an adsorbed monolayer, or 
fractional monolayer, of elemental cesium. 
It is doubtful that cesium r eacts with COZ because of the low 
proba bility of collis ions of this e lement with COZ. 
Although Klemm and S charf (ref. 9 ) produced cc:wincing evi-
dence for the decomposition of C sZ OZ and Cs from a CsZO 
source, conditions in our experiments differed in three im-
portant respects. First, the quantities involved in their 
studies were orders of m.agnitude larger than those in our 
experiments . Therefore, a surface filnt of CsZO corres-
o 
ponding to our approximate ly 100-A thic k depos it would not 
have been dete cted in their X-ray analysis . Second, their 
mate rial was deposited on a water-co ole d cold finger . By 
contrast, in our experime nts both sample a nd Sloan monitor 
were close to the hot platinum ribbon a nd, therefore, usually 
above 375 K. At this temperature , the reverse reaction, 
C S20Z + Z Cs -< Z CsZO, may occur. Third , Klemm and 
Scharf used CsZO as a source of evaporation, whereas we 
used CsZCOy This differe nc e does not necessitate the 
formation of Cs ZO, but it does not preclude depositions 
other than (Cs202 + Cs). 
Summarizing, we suggest that our low work function material is 
esse ntially CS20 with adsorbed cesium atoms. In o rder to check this 
interprdation , an attempt was made to convert the deposit produced 
hy heating C SZC03 into a silver-oxygen-cesium (Ag-O-Cs) photocathode 
by adding small a mounts of silver. If the incorporation of silver into 
I ) 
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the deposit produced the "normal" photoemissive and thermionic 
characteristics of an Ag-O-Cs cathode, the argument for the pres-
ence of the oxide CsZO would be strengthened, because there is good 
evidence that the Ag-O-Cs cathode contains the cesium oxide CsZO (ref. 10). 
e. Experimental Results with CS ZC03 and Silver 
As in the earlier depositions, the CsZC03-coated platinum ribbon 
was heated until the work function of the deposit on the nickel substrate decreased to a minimum value, at 400 K, of 1. 13 eV. Next, a silver bead attached to a tungsten wire was resistance-heated to evaporation 
temperature while the photoemission current from the sample was 
monitored. The sample was held at about 400 K. The evaporation 
was continued until ~e white-light sensitivity reached a peak value 
of approximately three times the initial value. The evaporation was 
accompanied by a slight decrease of the thermionic emission (increased 
work function). Additional evaporation from the CsZCOrcoated platinum 
ribban at this stage restored the low work function without appreciable 
change in photoemission. 
Alternate heating of the silver ·Dead and the platinum ribbon was 
continued until the photoemission finally peaked at 30 times the orig-inal value. During this process, the work function remained almost 
constant at 1. 13 eV (Figure 5). Additional evaporation caused a slight discoloration ·of the photosensitivity without affecting the work function. 
The absolut.e value of the white-light sensitivity was approximately Z5 uA/lm (microamperes per lumen) with an infrared response (through 
the Corning 7-56 filter) of about 7 percent. This sensitivity, as well 
as the work function, is typical for an Ag-O-Cs photocathode. 
Three interesting conclusions can be drawn from the silver evap-
oration experiment: 
(1) The almost constant work function during the addition of 
silver is a clear indication that the thermionic emission of 
the Ag-O-Cs cathode is associated with the cesium-oxygen 
component of the cathode. 
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(2) Conversely, the dramatic increase of photoemission during 
the addition of silver confirms earlier results (refs. 10-14) 
that the response of the Ag-O-Cs cathode in the visible and 
infrared regions of the spectrum is associated with the silver, 
rather than the cesium, oxide. 
(3) The typical thermionic and photoemissive Ag-O-Cs character-
istics after silver evaporation provide additional, though still 
circumstantial, evidence that the predominant oxide in the 
material is CsZO rather than CS202. 
f. Use of Cesium Carbonate iIi Thermionic Converters 
Previous attempts to produce low work function collectors by 
simultaneously introducing optimum amounts of cesium and oxygen into an operating diode have been only partially successful. The ex-periments with the decomposition products of Cs 2 C03 suggest that the desired Cs:O ratio may be obtained by replacing the conventional Cs reservoir with a Cs 2C03 reservoir. Thus, the need for a separate 
oxygen source is eliminated . A diode with a CS2C03 reservoir is 
under construction. 
B . SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION CHAMBER 
1. Introduction 
The Surface Characteriz.ation Chamber, shown in Figures 6 and 7, is used for analytical support of thermionic development and for 
the fundamental characterization of low work function surfaces. Samples can be introciuced into the chamber by a n interlock that permits ultrahigh vacuum to be maintained in the chamber while 
the interlock is open to the laboratory atmosphere for sample load-ing . Inside the chamber, a sample is transferred from the tray onto 
a rotatable manipulator by means of a hook or pneumatit~ally activated jaws. The inboard jaw constitutes a hot/cold stage, inside of whil'h hot or cold gases can flow to maintain sample temperatures from 77 
to 575 K. 
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A samph: admitted to lh' hamb r c n be ' 1 ned th rmally by 
e l ect r on bombardment from lJehind, r by ~pult('r etching from a b ov e . 
/'. sampl e surfa can be expos d to c sium vapor from heated el -
menla l cesium , and to oxyg n fron, a silv r diffusion tub , when 
pos itionedin front of th station at the left. 
Sample work functions an be measured by photoemission , thermi-
onic emiss ion , Kelvin pro\::'", and fie ld emi ssion retarding potential 
(FERP) m thods . The physi ..d pr incipl e und rlying the FERP tech -
nique if illustrated in Figure 8 . This method is esp cially valuable 
in c harac t erjz ing coE ector surface s in that il provid s not only a n 
a bsolute measurement of work fun Lion, but a l so a measur ment of 
the sample e lectron reflectiv ity spectrum. Th Ii Id emitter l ec tron 
source giv es a fairly mon o nerg tic ( ..... 0.06 V fuE-width-at··half -
maximum (FWHM)) probe beam that is indep ndcnt of contact poten -
tial. For semiconductor st ~rfaces , th - e l e tl" cnie structur e of surface 
traps can be dete rmined by the Ke lvin probe by surface photovoltage 
~pectroscopy . This method a llows determination of lhe posilion of 
su rface stat s in the band gap . Such states cause nergy band - bending 
at the surface of a semiconduct r , and therefu l'c phy a role in deter -
mining work function . 
At practically any stag of sampl e processing , an ordered surface 
ca n b~ stru cturally characterized by means of b,v nergy e l ctron 
diffraction (LEED), and ch mically charact ri~ed by means of Auger 
spectroscopy. Special holders are availablc for mounting simulated 
converter te~ts a nd r feren e surface samples , as we ll a5 for m0unt -
ing entire en, iLter and olle tor assemblies from th 'rmionic cOllverte rs. 
Other holder s can b made for a l most any sampl' that can fit through 
the 3.6- cm (Jpening of the int rluck's in-lin' valv . 
The sarnpl suppor l system , whi h is S'-.lSP ' l1d ·d from lh top of 
the chambe r , is mad' up uf s ries of thr 'e d drieally isolated 
s ctions . Til triaxial abl' that electroni lt y links the sample to 
labo ratory ins lrum ntation a l so permits guard ·d mod m asurements 
lo be made on th sampl . This f ature h s pruv n essenlial to ob-
t:ainin g FERP data afte r a numb r of c sium exposur s . 
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2 . Surfac 
T his se tion contains a fe,v f Lh rnan\1 1\lI!!.cr analys 5 performed 
on converter components . 
A post-mortem analys is was madc of Convertcr o . 142 (LungsLen 
'mittel', spra yed sLrontium- oxid e- ~ll-nicke::' coll cLur) . About one-
third of the ' If-ctropclished tungsLen emitl ' r surfac ' had 0 come a dull white . The cvrresponding posiLion of Lhe co llecLur surface dir c tly 
a ross fr om Lhis dull whit a r a was bla 'k . Microscopi inspection indicated thaL Lhese ar as were pitLed . 
The results of Auger a.nalys s on the erniLLcr an I colle c tor surfaces 
of Converter No. 142 arc giv n in Tabl 1. A considerable amount \)f 
s trontium oxid e was transfe rred from colle · tor Lu crnitte r, most :ikely 
through physical conLact of the electrodes , wb .r chdn"es in appearanco:! 
oceu rred. 
Tabl II summariz s th results of Aug r nalyses performed upon 
the emitter of Canv rter o . 149 anu the cullectors of ·os . 148 and 149 . Both of these con v rters have ~latinum emitters. Conve::-ter o . 148 h as a st ructur -d nick 1 coll ctor, and ConverLt:r No . 149 has a centra l-pla n e nickel collccto: . PlaLinum was found to be PI' -senL on both COl-l e · tors . Converter No . 149 was appar nLly L(JI1LaminaL -d wiLh phos -phorus. The coll tor s of b oLh convert -r5 hdd approxinlately I-n1n1 dark spoLs, one each . spaced abouL 2 mm from t:1eir p'rim Lers . The 
spot on Converter No . 148 on tained sil icon in Lhe furm of Si02 , whereas th spot on Converter No . 1·19 appeal. ' d to b' , if any thing , cl an r Lhan the re s t of the surface . Magl'lt'sium was not present 011 the emitter sur -fa e o f Conv~rter No . 149 . '.: 11is may indicate that the magn sium con-
tam ination, not usually s en in Aug 'r an l)' s 'S u( conv -rt r compon e nts, 
was produced in pre lim inary coli -tor pruces s in g . Howev r , it must 
a l so be r cogniz'd that 'V p()ration of magncsiulll from the bott r miLLer is pussibl . The emitter of Collector No . 14 (1 had .l. coarse g rain-like 
s tru ture, with partic l s abIJu t 2 mm cross . J\.n Auge r scan ana lysis (the e l ec t ron b am is about 0 . 25 mm in diam -t or) of this surface did 
not re veal any remarkabl nonuniformiti s in 3urfac - 'h mi a l c mpo-
si t ion . A FERP s an of thi s :;-..lrfac did nut rl'Vl' 1 ny substantial differences i'1 .. ark function .nlOtlg the grains . 
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TABLE I 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ELECTRODE :jURFACES 
OF CONVERTER NO. 142 
Emltter - % Collector - % 
Chemical 
Species Dull White Reflective White Black 
Deposit Area Deposit Area 
C 10 17 
0 30 19 57 64 
Na 0.4 
S 3. 2 4. 9 o. 2 
Ca O. 3 
Ni 1.6 0.4 
Cu O. 4 3. 0 
Sr 40 17 
Cs 6. 1 16 
W 9. 7. 21 42 36 
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T J\ BU'. II 
AUCER ANALYSES OF E L ECTRODE , 'URFACES 
OF CONVERTER NOS. 148 ANI) 149 
Chemical Converter No. 148 Con ve rte r No. 149 Species Collector - % Collector - 0/0 
Spot Off-Spot Spot Off-Spot Emitter - 11/0 
C 2. 8 3. I 8. 6 16 16 
N 1.9 
0 45 19 15 23 5. 5 
Cl O. 7 
Mg 7. 3 4. 9 2. R 
Si 22 
P 2. 9 3. I 3. 2 
S 2. 1 1.9 1. 7. 
C a O. 1 2. 1 3. 1 
Ni 1 1 11 25 4 • ., 
Cs 19 47 34 31 19 
P t 7 .2 4 6. 1 56 
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3. Surface Activation Chamber Analyses 
Auger analyses were performed upon evaporated deposits and 
deposition sources that had been studied in the Activation Chamber. 
It was fo~d that barium oxide, deposited from a barium carbonate 
spray-coated platinum strip, deposited as barium oxide with negligible 
traces of carbon (in some cases along with detectable amounts of plat-
inum). Cesium oxide, deposited from a cesium carbonate spray-coated 
platinum strip, showed sodium impurities, but with negligible traces of 
carbon. Platinum was barely detectable in this deposit, which is under-
standable since the cesium oxide deposition occurred at a considerably 
lower source temperature than for barium oxide. Platinum was prob-
ably tra!lsported to the evaporated surface by means of vaporized 
platinum oxide, which is considerably more volatile than pure platinum. 
4. Fundamental Materials Studies 
Surface chemistry, work function, and electron reflectivity of 
a O. 025-mm thick sheet of platinum were studied. The foil was spot 
welded to a standard tungsten sample holder and given a standard 
degreasing treatment prior to insertion into the interlock of the Sur-
face Characterization Chamber. The results are summarized in 
Table III. Copper was most likely introduced by the spot-welder's 
copper tweezers; calcium, probably a native impurity, was easily 
expelled; cesium was deposited onto the sample when it was inadver-
tently placed in front of the c esium gun ove r the weekend. 
The most tenacious impurity was carbon. Its effect upon normally 
high bare work functions of platinum was Sl.: "tantial. In view of the 
increase of surface carbon with respect to heat treatment temperature, 
its presence was due to the bulk material and not hydrocarbons adsorbed 
during atmospheric exposure. Carbon is known to have negligible solu-
bilit~, in solid platinum (ref. 15). Heat treatment in ultrahigh vacuum 
(Llone cannot expel carbon from platlnum since this procedure serves 
only to cause any g~d phite entrapped in the bulk to segregate out at 
th,o· aurface. Significantly long heat treatment in the presence of oxygen, 
i:o allow all the bulk carbon to diffuse to the surface and leave in the form 
01 an oxide, did serve to clean the sample and to establish the known high 
platinum bare work function. 
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TABLE III 
CHR aNaLOGY OF CLEANING TREATMENT OF PLA TINUM FOIL 
771-16 
10-6 TO 10- 6 T OZ 
1O-6 T OZ 
10- 6 T OZ I IO-6 T C'Z I As 500 K 670 K 870 K 1070 K 1370 K 1770 K 11 V+ 300~ 0 .5 Min 1 Mi n I Min 2 l\lin 16 Hr Admitted 2 Min 5 Min 5 Min 5 Min 5 Min 5 Min 15 Min 9 70 K 1270 I< 15 70 K 1570 K 300 K .. <7"0 <7". ""0 .1'. O'" 'T 'To 
'T" 
"" "'0 'T <:" 37 44 47 46 42 54 5 0 32 62 60 36 0.5 2.2 
1.1 0.9 0.8 0 . 6 O. I 0.4 0.6 O. 8 
5 . 3 3.6 
4. <) 8. <) O. 3 O. 3 
,.6 1. 8 1. 6 
57 50 50 53 :; 3 42 41 22 36 38 63 °9 9 7 
4 . 92 4.22 4.51 4 . 5 0 4 . 65 4.5 0 4 . 8 3 5 . 77 5. 63 
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When the sample was left overnight in the vacuum. chamber 
(P = 3 x 10- 10 torr), the surface carbon concentration increased 
slightly and, correspondingly, the work function decreased slightly. 
The presence of residual carbon monoxide is the most likely source 
of carb,m supply. 
A cesium. carbonate vaporization study was conducted in the Surface 
Characterization Chamber. A 3. 125-nun wide strip of O. 025-nun thick 
platinum. was sprayed with a suspension of cesium. carbonate in a 
nitrocellulosp-butyl acetate solution. The 201-11ickel substrate was 
heated in the vacuum. chamber to 1000 K to clean the surface of oxy-
gen. The efficacy of this treatment was demonstrated by Auger spec-
troscopy. Initial deposition fro m the platinum. sh'ip, at a temperature 
of about 700 K, produced approximately one monolayer of cesium on 
the substrate and a corresponding FERP work function of 1. 90 eV. 
Further heating of the strip at this temperature resulted in a detect-
able amount of oxygen, but no improvement of work function. 
Evaporation at 830 K increased the Cs:O ratio to 6.8 and reduced 
the FERP work function to 1.70 eVe During the remaincier of the in .. 
vestigation, this ratio stayed between 4. 7 and 8.4, whereas the work . 
function varied between 1. 35 eV and 3.00 eV. Heating the strip to 
980 K (considered to be the "decomposition temperature" of cesium. 
carbonate) gave the highest measured Cs:O ratio r-8.4) and a work 
function of 1.46 eV. At this stage, interference color bands were 
visible on the sample. Further evaporations at higher temperatures 
did not improve the work function until the sample-to-strip distance 
was increased. With a distance greater than 2.5 cm, the lowest work 
function of 1.35 eV was obtained for a region that was about 6 nun 
from the centerline of the deposition pattern; the highest work func-
tion (2.30 eV) occurred at the centerline. There was little variation 
of work function along any line parallel to the centerline. A corres-
ponding Auger analysis showed that the Cs:O ratio of the sample sur .. 
face increased monotonically with distance from the centedine of 
deposition. 
Apparently, the wide range in work function of the heavy cesium 
oxide layer was a result of both bulk and surface phenomena. The 
lower Cs:O ratio along the deposit's centerline is indicativE' of re-
evaporation of cesium due to radiative heating of the platinum. strip. 
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Although there is no direct e vidence of any bulk effects produced by 
this heating, the higher work function along the centerline is consis-
tent with an upward bending of energy bands, which bulk depletion of 
cesium would be expfl cted to produce. 
5. New Support Facilities 
Since the sample sputter ion gun configuration was too oblique. 
a hod-type carrier was designed and fabricated for improving the 
splutter-etching capability of the Surface Characterization Chamber. 
The hod, activated from outside the chamber by means of a linear 
motion feedthrough, removes the sample from its carrier hook and 
orients it perpendicular to the sputter ion gun axis for improved 
operation. 
A revised Surface Characterization Amplifier, shown in Figure 9. 
was designed and fabricated in order to permit biasing of low-level col-
lection current without batteries. Input bias can be swept manually by 
means of a ten-turn potentiometer, or automatically by means of a 
linear ramp generator. Sweep and amplified signal outputs permit 
x- Y recording for collection 1- V curves. Bias voltage or signal 
strength is read out on a digital display. The amplifier processes ac 
as well as dc signals, thus permitting differentiation of currents col-
lected from the FERP gun. The current detection range of the ampli-
fier is from 100 uA to 0.01 nA. 
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Ill. HIGH-EFFICIENCY DIODE EXPERIMENTS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Experiments were continued to analyze the effects of oxygen addi-
tives on collector performance. Direct oxygen addition, as well as 
the use of oxides as a collector coating were investigated. The stand-
ard, variable-spacing converter used in these studies (Figure 10) has 
been described in an earlier report (ref. 16). A silver tube was used 
for direct oxygen admission. For the oxide experiments, the coating 
was evaporated directly onto the collector substrate and the tube was 
not used. 
The surfaces examined were: lanthanum helCaboride with oxygen, 
tungsten oxide on columbium with 1 % zirconium, and titanium oxide. 
B. CONVERTER EXPERIMENTS 
1. Tungsten Emitter, Lanthanum Hexaboride Collector (Converter No. 144) 
This variable-spacing converter with a tungsten emitter uses a 
silver tube leak to supply oxygen to the interelectrode space (Figure 
10). After the initial outgassing of the converter, the silver tube leak 
was operated for three hours at 925 K with the outside of the tube opened 
to atmosphere. Such a conditioning period is required to clean the silver 
leak of sulfur and organic contaminants (ref. 17). Oxygen diffusion into 
the interelectrode space can be regulated in two ways: either by opening 
the outside of the silver tube to the atmosphere, and then heating it to 
appToximately 875 K; or by reversing this procedure (i. e., maintaining 
the leak at 875 K with vacuum on the outside), and then opening the tube 
to atmosphere when oxygen is desired. The latter method has the ad-
vantage of allowing the silver tube to be operated at collector temper-
atures at all times in order to avoid cold spots in the converter during 
testing. 
After c onditioning the silver tube and establishing control of the 
oxygen leak, the converter was outgassed again. Even with the silver 
tube, initial low-temperature power data indicated that oxygen was 
present in the converter and that the emitter appeared o;).ygenated 
(Figure 11). Heating the collector dispensed oxygen, thus increasing 
the emitter saturation current at a fixed cesium pressure (Figure 12). 
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The perforHlance o! the converter was allowed to stabilize, and the 
collector work function was measured using both retarding potential 
and low-current dc back-emission methods. Retarding data gave a 
minimum wo r k function of 1. 42 e V, whe rea s back emis s ion showed a lower minimum of 1. Z8 eV (Figure 13). Power data were taken at 
emitter temperatures of 1300 and 1400 K. The converter had a barrier index of Z~ 0 eV at both emitter temperatures, as shown in Figures 14 
and 15. 
In several experiments, various amounts of oxygen were admitted into the converter by maintaining the collector at 675 K, the emitter at 475 K, and the cesium reservoir at 300 K (cesium background pressure les8 than 5 x 10-6 torr). The temperature of the silver tube was raised 
to 9Z5 K for l/Z hour with the back of the tube exposed to the atmosphere, 
after which it was cooled to the collector temperature, and perforlll&J1ce data were taken. The tungsten emitter appeared highly oxygenated; satur-
ation current varied with collector temperature. Optimized performance 
was observed at a collector temperature of 750 K with a I-rom diode 
spacing. A barrier index of 1.96 eV was measured. However, per-formance was not stable at these conditions and, after a few hours, 
the emitter saturation current dropped by a factor of Z, and the barrier index increased to Z. 1 eV. Subsequent oxygen treatments lasting from I to 3 hours would "reactivate n the converter but never to the perfor-
mance level seen after the first treatment. 
In a second set of experiments, an attempt was made to admit 
oxygen into the converter in the presence of 10- Z to 10- 1 torr of 
cesium. First, emitter saturation current was measured with a 
vacuum on the outside of the heated silver tube. Then oxygen was 
admitted by exposing the outside of the tube to the atmosphere. No 
change in emitter saturation current was observed even after three hours of silver tube operation, indicating that, if oxygen had pene-
trated to the collector, a negligible amount had reached the emitter. 
2. Columbium-Tungsten Oxide Collecton 
Several converters were constructed to examine the potential 
of using tungsten oxide coatings on substrates of columbium, a mater-ial particularly desirable for the construction of long-life hardware devices operating in vacuum. Columbium is easily electron-beam 
welded and is a good thermal expansion match for the us\l.11 ceramic 
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seal tnaterials used in converters. However, this element is a getter for oxygen, making it difficult for converters using pure columbium to operate without oxygen and. therefore, optimizing performance at a relatively small electrode spacing. However, it should be noted that experiments conducted in 1973 showed that oxygen-saturated columb:'lum would release this gas during converter operation (ref. 18). Conse-quently, if tungsten oxide, like tungsten, could be deposited on co1urn-bium, the oxide could serve as an oxygen source. Improved perfor-mance would be expected, and the wider optimized spacing would greatly simplify device construction. 
Three converters were constructed and tested to evaluate tungsten oxide deposit1. om techniques and reFulting converter characteristics. These experinlents are described below. 
a. Tungsten Emitter, Co1umbium-1 % Zirconium-Tungsten Oxide Collector (Converter No. 153) 
This standard variable-spaced device had an electropolished tungsten emitter and a tungsten oxide collector on a substrate of columbium-1 % zirconium. The tungsten oxide was evaporated directly onto the substrate from an oxidized tungsten slug following a previously developed procedure (ref. 18). Initial power data indicated that the collector was in the preactivated state of tungsten oxide (barrier index of 2. 1 eV). Subsequent operation in cesium did not improve the per-formance, as would normally be expected. Emitter saturation currents continued to decrease during testing, indicating a reduced oxygen supply to the emitter. In an effort to regain the initial condition, the collector was heated to 800 K. Cesium families taken at lOO-degree intervals of the collector temperature showed some degradation in the current-voltage characteristics above 600 K. Indication of electrical resistance was ob-served as the curves began to tilt away from the Boltzmann line. The output stabilized at a collector temperature of 800 K for several days, implying that no oxygen was reaching the emitter. Testing was termin-ated when an irreparable spacing problem developed, inhibiting proper alignment of the electrode surfaces. 
Subsequent visual inspection showed the collector to be metallic gray with no evidence of damage to the surface. ° Auger analysis showed tungsten to be present, but there was no indication that co1wnbium or zirconium had migrated to the surface. 
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b. Tungsten Emitter, Colwnbium-TWlgsten Oxide Collector (Converter No. 159) 
This converter is similar to Converter No. 153, previously dis-
cussed, without the 110 zirconium in the substrate. Its purpose was 
to determine whether the poor oxygen-dispensing propert ~es observed in Converter No. 153 were due to the reaction with, or gettering of, 
the oxygen by the zirconiwn during "activation" treatments. 
DC back-emission work function measurements gave a minimwn 
collector work function of 1. 37 eV at a T I T of 1. 6 (Figure 16). Early power data indicated the converter ~aslbighly oxygenated, with 
unstable performance at a given cesiwn temperature. In order to 
stabilize the output, the converter was operated continuously at the 
following conditions: TE = 1400 K, TC = 650 K, TR = 528 K. After 
one day, the emitter saturation current was observed to be down to 
the h_vel typical for tungsten emitters. The collector was then heated 
to 7()l) K, causing the emitter saturation current, at a fixed cesiunl pressure, to increase, thereby lndicating that oxygen was being dis-pensed by the collector. The converter was operated at this collector 
tem.perature for about 20 hr . .mrs, at which time the emitter current had dropped to its previous level. 
c. Tungsten Emitter, Colwnbiwn-l % Zirconium- TWlgsten Oxide 
Collector (Converter No. 162) 
Two vapor depositions of tungsten oxide on a colwnbium-11o zir-
coniwn substrate distinguish this diode from Converter No. ] 53. 
Following the first deposition, the substrate was heated in vacuum. 
to 775 K for 6.5 hours in order to diffuse the oxide layer into the 
substrate. Then another layer of tWlgsten oxide was vapor-deposited 
on top of the first coating, and the collector received a predegas treat-
ment to 475 K. This heating allowed the colurnbiwn to become saturated 
with oxygen so that the second deposition could then supply oxygen for 
converter operation. 
Initial power data did not indicate the presence of oxygen typical 
of tungsten oxide converters. The performance was stable, but the 
emitter saturation currents were no greate r than those for nonoxy-genated tungsten emitters. However, operation of the converter for 
several days with the collector at 750 K and in 0.25 torr of cesiwn 
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increased the saturation currents by a factor of about three, thus 
indicating that oxygen was dispensing slowly from the collector. 
After the performance stabilized, the collector was heated to 800 K, 
and once again an increase in emitter current was observed over a 
period of a few days. At this point, the converter had sufficient oxy-
gen to operate at a high emitter temperature and still maintain a l-mm. 
spacing. The converter ran several days at TE = 1600 K, TC = 800 K, 
TR = 528 K, and d = 1 mm, with a barrier index of 2.05 eV. Power 
output was 2. 7 W /cm2 at a current density of 8 A/ cm2 • After oper-
ating at these conditions for 200 hours, the barrier index increased 
to 2.1 eV, and the power output decreased to less than 1.6 W /cm2 at 
8 A/cmZ• The collector temperature was then raised to 850 K, which 
again dispensed oxygen to the emitter and increased the saturation 
current. The converter performance beca:rne stable after approxi-
mately one day at this higher collector temperature, with a barrier 
index of 2.05 eV and power output greater than 3 W /cm2 at 10 A/cmZ 
(Figure 17). After operating the converter for over 2200 hours, the 
power output was still greater than 2. 7 W /cm2 at 8 A/cm2, with a 
barrier index of 2.06 eV. A chronological cOITlparison of output char-
acteristics is shown in Figure 18. 
3. Titanium Oxide Collectors 
a. Tungsten Emitter, Titanium Oxide Co!J ector (Converter No. 158) 
Titanium oxide has shown a potential to form a low work function 
collector electrode (ref. 19). A titanium collector (Converter No. 123) 
was constructed, but the best barrier index that could be obtained was 
2.1 eV. Auger analysis showed nickel contamination on the surface of 
the collector, caused, in all probability, by diffusion of the nickel-
brazed material through the thin titanium substrate. Consequently, 
the thickness of the titanium slug was increased from 0.25 mm. to 
1.25 mm.. The oxide surface of the collector of Converter No. 158 
was prepared by heating the titanium to 725 K in one atmosphere of 
oxygen for three hours. A O. 20-nun layer was then machined off, and 
the resultant surt~ce was mechanically polished and chemically etched 
to eliminate surface c.ontaminations. Back-emis sion measurements 
yielded a minimum collector work function of 1. 43 eV at a T C/TR of 
1. 5 to 1. 6, and retarding potential measurements gave a minimum of 
1. 57 eV at a TC/TR of 1. 3 (Figure 19). 
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Following a run-in period of one day, during which the converter 
was operated at TE = 1400 K, T C = 700 K, TR = 507 K, the collector 
was heated to 900 K for 5 minutes in an effort to "activate" the surface, 
similar to the procedure used with tungsten oxide. This treatment pro-
duced a lower barrier index of 2.05 eV at optimum collector temperature. 
Subsequent measurements of collector work function by back emission 
and retarding potential now agreed well with each other and gave a lower 
minimum value of 1. 35 eV at TC/TR = 1. 6 (Figure 19). 
Performance data for cesiUln families were then taken at emitter 
temperatures of 1400, 1500, 1600 and 1700 K, with optimized collector 
temperatures and electrode spacings of 0.25, 0.5, and 1 rnm. Over 
this range of emitter temperatures, the converter had a barrier index 
of 2.05 to 2.15 eVe However, this performance gradually deteriorated 
and, after several days of operation, the minimwn. collector work func-
tion had risen to 1. 6 eV. At this point testing was terminated. 
b. Platinum Emitter, Titanium Oxide Collt:dor (Converter No. 163) 
This standard converter was essentially a repeat of Ccnvt>rter No. 
158, but with a platinum emitter in place of the usual tungsten. Data 
from Converter No. 158 had indicated that titC\.nium oxi..de has a minimUm. 
work function at T C/TR values of 1. 6 to 1. 7. At favorable collector 
temperatures of 700 to 800 K, 10- 2 to 10- 1 torr of cesium would be 
required for the correct coverage of the collector to obtain the minimum 
work function. Unfortunately, this pressure of cesium is too low to ob-
tain adequate emission from a tungsten emitter. However, the lower 
cesiated work function of p1atinwn. will allow a suitable match of the 
material as an en"litter with the titanium oxide collector. 
The performance history summarized in Table IV shows an initial 
performance (VB = 2.1 eV) typical of refractory metal converters. 
After a bake at low collector temperatures, followed by excursions to 
higher collector temperatures, the performance improved to a VB = 
1.96 eV (Figure 20) in a manner similar to that observed with tungsten 
oxide collector devices. However, there was no observable oxygen 
effect on the platinum emitter from the titanium oxide collector, and 
the minimum collector work function measured by retarding potential 
in a cesium pressure of 0.25 torr was 1. ~ eV, compared to 1.4 eV 
for the tungsten emitter diode (Figure 21). Such variations are attrib-
uted to minor changes in collector construction. After about 50 hours, 
the performance decayed by 0.1 eV, with a corresponding increase in 
the minimum collector work function to 1. 6 eV. 
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TEST SUMMARY OF CONVERTER NO. 163 
PerIormance Collector Work Function 
Min Remarks 
TE TC TR d VB lPC TC/TR (K) (K) (K) (mm) (eV) (eV) 
1300 800 528 0.5 2. 1 1. 68 1.4 lJ"Iitial 
1300 650 528 O. 5 2. 1 24-hour bake 
1300 900 520 O. 5 "Activation" 5 min. 
1300 800 507 O. 5 2. 05 Test Curve 
1300 750 507 O. 5 24- hour bake 
1300 900 507 O. 5 "Activation" 5 min. 
1300 800 507 O. 5 1. 96 
1.5 1. 6 Test curves 
1400 800 507 1 1. 96 
1400 800 507 1 1. 96 48-hour operation 
1400 800 507 1 2. 05 1. 6 1. 6 PerIorm3.nce decay 
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IV. TRIODE CONVERTER EXPERIMENT~ 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The experimental' program initiated last year and aimed at lowering 
interelectrode voltage losses was continued. These losses, ass<)ciated 
with inefficient production of ions for space charge neutralization, must 
be reduced for converters operating in ex.traterrestial systems in which 
a minimization of system size and weight requires high-temperature, 
high-work-function collectors. A reduced voltage drop is possible by 
either of the following: incorporation of an auxiliary electrode to pro-
duce an efficient ion generating discharge (triode), or reduction of 
emitter-to-collector spacings to les 5 than 0.005 cm (close- spaced 
diode). This section describes Thermo Electron Corporation's current 
research program in analyzing triodes; close- spaced diodes are treated 
in the next section. 
In the previo'.ls annual report (ref. 16) a triode configuration was 
described in which an auxiliary four-wire grid electrode was interposed 
between the emitter and collector. Pulsed discharges in cesium-argon 
and cesium-xenon mixtures provided ions for space charge neutraliza.." 
tion. Although current-voltage measurements indicated substantial 
thermionic output enhancement at cesium pres sures up to 2 x 10- 2 torr 
(Figure 22), power-producing currents were limited, for the Philips 
Type M dispenser emitter, to approximately 1 A/ cm 2 at a reasonably 
high temperature (1550 K). Furthermore, the physical dimensions of 
the grid precluded emitter-to-collector separations less than approxi-
mately 0.2 cm. Recent calculations, however, i.ndicate that coulombic 
resistance effects between the electrons and ions at practical current 
densities ( ..... 10 A/cm2 ) may require sm.a.ller converter spacings of lees 
than 0.05 cm (refs. 20 and 21). In order to reciuce the interelect.rode 
gap, a ring triode configuration was designed and testp.d. In this c<)n-
verter, the auxiliary electrode is a thin tantalum ring surrc\luding the 
main electrode& and positioned in a plane between them • 
B. RING TRIODE EXPERIMENTS 
A cutaway representation of the ring triode is snown in Figure 23. 
The emitter, similar to that in the grid :riode, is a Philips Type M 
dispenser cathode with an area of O. 75 em? The nickel collector is 
of equal area. The tantalum ring has an i.nside diameter of 1.4 em, 
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width of 0.05 cm and thickness of 0.025 cm, and is structurally con-
nected to the collector assembly. Bellows between the emitter and 
collector subassemblies permit continuous variation of the interelec-
trode spacing from 0.25 to 2. 5 mm. Visual and spectral diagnoses of 
the discharge are possible through a sapphire wi:.ldow Inounted in the 
side of the converter. A diagram of the converter and diagnostic 
apparatus is shown in Figure 24. The arrows (dashed shafts) to the 
ring electrode indicate the paths of the pulsed fast electrons, whereas 
the arrows (continuous shafts) from the emitter to the collector show 
the paths of the slower thermionic electrons. The pulsing circuit is 
shown in Figur-e 25, where VA is the voltage from a regulated dc power 
supply, C is the pulsing capaci.tor, RC the charging resistor, and RL 
the variable load. The pulse generator (General Radio Company type 
1217-B) triggers the transistor switch. A photograph is shown in 
Figure 26 of the operating converter pulsed in 2-torr x enOl1 at 20 kHz 
with a CD of 20 nF and a VA of 100 V. Voltage and current probes 
deterInine the time-dependent auxiliary power delivereci into the pulsed 
discharge. The spec~ral Ineasurements were performed with. a Jarrell 
Ash O. 25-m monochroInator. 
The ring triode was operated in a pulsed mode in xenon and cesiwn-
xenon mixtures, similar to the procedure followed in testing the grid 
triode. As seen from the cross-sectional data of Figure 27, the rare 
gases combine high ionization cross sections, for energetic electrons 
wii;h low elastic scattering near the RaInsauer rninimUIn, for the therm-
ionic electrons. Pulsed operation enables optimum ionization to occur 
by allowing maximum discharge v oltages substantially above dc break-
down levels. Furthermore, in the pulsed Inode a spatially uniform glow 
was observed a r ound the ring, with significant penetration of the dis-
cha1:'ge into the interelectrode region. In comparison, dc discharges 
us,-~".lly concentrated to a point on the ring. 
The design of the experimental apparatus allowed a large nUInber 
of pa ;:-ameters to be varied independently in order to investigate the 
ef1eci .of each Oll ;::onverter operation. For a constant emitter tempera-
ture of 1420 K and a pulse width of approximately one microsecond, the 
following paranlete:t"s Wel"e sequentially varied: collector temperature 
(T C), ces ium reservoir temperature (T R)' power supply voltage (VA)' 
p,-,J.tli.ng cClpacitance (CD)' and pulsing repetition rate (PPS). Because 
it is possible that sweeping enhances ion production, dc I- V curves 
were ~ avored in the parametric studies. 
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In the initial series of ex perim ents, only x e non filled the inter-
electrode region. The results for various electrode spacings are 
shown in Figure 28. The observed increase in power output with lar-
ger spacing is assumed to be due to improved electron penetration. 
The Boltzmann line, which represer!'~s the theoretical u pper limit of 
operation, is shown displaced by two volts. The hun~ps in the curves 
may be due to the interplay betwe en '.ons created by the pulse , and to 
partial self-ignition by the thermionic electrons. 
Because cesium is essential in reducing the wo rk functions to the 
required levels of presently used converter electrode materials, vari-
ous amounts of these atoms were mixed w ith the xenon. Penetration 
of both elements into the interelectrode region was confirmed spectro-
scopically by monitoring various atomic lines. A baseline set of para-
meters that produced substantial current was chosen. Each parameter 
was then varied from its baseline value while all other parameters 
were kept constant. These baseline values were: T C = 447 K; TR = 422 K 
(pcs = 8. 1 x 10-3 torr); d = 1 mm; P Xe = 12. 5 torr; VA = r 10 0 V; Cn = 20 nF; 
and PPS = 20 kHz. 
The full results of these parametric variations were presented at . 
the 1977 IEEE Plasma Science Conference, May 1977 , Troy, New York. 
In contrast to the grid triode, enhanced output was observed in the ring 
triode. Relative to the baseline conditions, the effect of increasing 
~esium pressure is shown in Figures 29 and 30. Without pulsing, no 
output is observed in the power-producing r egion; with pu lsing, the 
highest output is achieved at the lowest cesium pres sur e . However, 
even at the maximum reservoir temperature of 528 K (corresponding 
to a cesium pressure of O. 5 torr), the pulsed discharge is seen to have 
a significant effect. 
Changes in thermionic emission with varying effects of electrode 
spacing are shown in Figures 31 and 32. Substantial enhancement is 
observed at the des ired spacing of O. 5 mm. At spacings up to 1.5 mm, 
self-ignition is suppressed in the power-producing quadrant whereas, 
at 2- and Z. 5-mm spacings, the pulsed discharge has essentially no 
effect. 
In Figure 33, the output characteristics are given as a function of 
xenon pressure. Below 8 torr of xenon there is a rapid reduction in 
output at the I-mm electrode spacing with decreasing gas pressure. 
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Polaroid records of the temporal voltage and current profiles 
associated with each load characteristic allowed calculation of the 
power discharged into the plasma by the pulses. Comparison of these 
values with the current enhancement measured in the associated I-V 
curvtlS at maximum thermionic power output enabled the equivalent 
voltage drop per thermionic electron to be determined. Equivalent 
loss varied between 0.6 and 1.2 V, which is higher than expected. 
Quite likely, the equivalent voltage drop values will decrease sub-
stantially when the pulsing parameters have been more fully optimized. 
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v. PARTICULATE-SPACED DIODE 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Development of a parliculate- spaced diode (PSD) continued. The 
principal advantages of such a cesiunl-filled, close-spaced thermionic 
converter are zero arc drop, negligible electron scattering losses, 
and no auxiliary electrodes. Two potential major problems with PSD IS 
are thermal distortion of the hot emitter and/or significant cesium 
coverage of the particulate spacers, both of which might be sufficient 
to electrically short the electrodes. 
For output power levels of 5 W /cm2 PSD's wiJl require emitter-
to-collector spacings 2.5 tu 5 u m, wHh cesiated ernitters at 1400 to 
1600 K, and 1. 4 eV work function collectors (Figures 34 and 35). The 
particulate spacers must be electrically and therrnally insulating, and 
resistant to chemical decomposition or evaporation. Figure 36 shows 
three diode configurations used in analyzine and developing this type 
of converter. The upper two designs represent potential operating 
converters in which thermal defor!ll.ation of the emitter is absorbed 
;Jya ft£loating II collector. In on e case a thin foil collector is suffi-
ciently flexible to comply with emitter distortion, whereas in the 
second case the collector is a rigid structure that can be displaced 
vertically for spatially U'lllOrm thermal expansion of the emitter. 
The lower configuration represents the diode designed for rapid 
analysis of thermally di.storted electrode surface ~ , particulate char-
acteristics, ~nd diode spacing problem.s unde r vacuum conditions. 
B. PARTICULATE-SPACED EXPERIMENTS 
The majority of experi~ents to determine electrode and particulate 
characteristIcs were perform.ed in the bell jar apparatus shown in Figure 
37. Diode capacita.nce is determined with an r£ vector impedance meter. 
Accurate measurements are possible at diode resistances as low as 
100 () more than sufficient for an operational converter. In previous 
experiments, the diode had been incorporated into a self-contained 
tank circuit whose resonant frequency was measured with a gri.d-dip 
meter. Howevel', tr.at m.eter limited capacitance measurements to 
diodC"s with resistances over 1 kO. 
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Most tests were performed with 2. 54-cm diameter, hand polished 
electrodes, usually made of molybdenum. A variety of sprayed semi-
conducting oxide coatings were examined for thermal stability and 
electrical resistivity. The results, tabulated in Table V, show that 
minimum electrode spacings of 12.5 urn were obtained at emitter 
temperatures slightly above 1400 K. Although thermally stable, 
aluminum oxide and zirconium oxide were observed in early tests 
to become electrically conductive at high temperature. However, 
in those experiments procedures for applying the coatings were 
relatively crude; future analyses may modify these result~. LighUy 
coated combinations of barium, strontium and aluminum oxide (RCA 
mixture of barium oxide) on molybdenum were also noted to be unstable 
in those tests, whereas more recent experiments with heavier sprayed 
coatings resulted in much longer operation than had been expected from 
the earlier data. At high temperature, magnesium oxide was found to 
be the most stable compound, not only acting as a diode spacer, but 
also lowering the emitter work function. Inability to sufficiently heat 
the collector precluded measuring its work function. Excellent re-
peatability was noted in these tests. The addition of a second coating 
of RCA mixture of barium oxide on top of the magnesium oxide further 
reduced the emitter work function. Replacing the molybdenum emitter 
with nickel did not alter the rt: ': l uts, whereas no thermionic emission 
was recorded for a tungsten emitter. 
Figure 38 shows the temperature dependence of effective work 
function for an emitter coated with a RCA composition of barium 
oxide in combination with magnesium oxide particle spacers, and 
Figure 39 shows the 1- V characteristics of this diode. In recent 
experiments with relatively heavy 25-um thick coatings of an RCA 
mixture of barium oxide, reasonably large (over 1 A) currents were 
generated in the power-producing region of the 1- V curve, at emitter 
temperatures of approximately 1450 K, and with "large II spacings of 
approximately 25 urn (Figure 40). Stable emission for over 100 hours 
was observed. 
Highly magnified photographs of these oxide surfaces show a 
dense ftspaghetti"-type covering (Figure 41) which has suggested 
that such coatings are, in fact, porous semiconductors. At high 
temperature, this interelectrode porous aggregate becomes filled 
with. an electron gas (ref. 22) with a correspondingly large electrical 
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TABLE V 
BELL JAR CLOSE-SPACED DIODE EXPERIMENTS 
MATERIAL 
TE(MIX) TC(Max) ;E(TE Max) SPACING OXIDE COATINGS 
EMITTER COLLECTOR (J.1 m) (K) (K) (eV) 
Mo Mo 15 AI2<>3 1000 -
Mo Mo 20 Zr02 1250 
-
Mo Mo 25 BaO 1283 
-
Mo Mo 25 MgO 1373 
-
2.92 
Mo Mo 37.5 MgO 1372 747 2.92 
Mo Mo 32.5 MgO(E) 1317 - 2.3 
BeO(C) 
Mo Mo 
-
MgO(E) 1377 824 2.70 
BeO(C) 
Mo Mo 27.5 MgO(E) 1302 801 2.67 
BeO(C) 
Mo Mo 20 MgO(E) 1222 770 2.31 
BaO(C) 
Ni W 
- BaO(E) 1158 965 2.05 
MgO(C) 
Ni W 17 .5 BaO(E) 1141 1057 1.82 
MgO(C) 
W Ni - MgO 1373 
-
>3 
Mo Mo I 12.5 MgO(E) 1313 1073 <2.1.0 
BeO(C) 
Mo Mo 12.5 BaO(C) 1423 1103 <2.47 
Mo i.ll 17.5 BaO(C) 1389 1130 <2.64 
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conductivity. In essence, the space charge effects of small pores 
are substantially less than would exist across the same interelectrode 
gap in the absence of the semiconducting material. In fact, the pore 
conductor can be regarded as a whole series "minidiode" thermal 
converters. Measurement of the short circuit current from this 
device shows it to be directly deptmdent on collector temperature 
(Figure 42). a consequence of the higher pore conductivity produced 
with increasing average semiconductor temperature. However, 
Hensley's analysis of such a converter indicates that it will have 
limited efficiency. Consequently, the emphasis in close-spaced diode 
development should remain with lightly sprayed coatings and very 
small electrode spacings of 2.5 to 5 um. 
During the past few months"attention has been focused on reducing 
the interelectrode gap from the observed 12. 5-um spacing to the neces-
sary lower values. Such minimal spacings require interelectrode par-
ticles with diameters below 3 um, as well as extreme fla~ess and 
smoothness of the emitter and collector surfaces. 
The surface topography of in-house polished test electrodes was 
investigated with a Sloan Dektak Surface Profile Mea~uring System 
with which resolution down to a few hundred Angstroms is possible. 
Electropolished surfaces yielded the smoothest finish, but showed 
the greatest degree of "crowning, II or surface curvature. Similarly, 
substantial crowning was observed on in-house mechanically polished 
surfaces (Figure 43). Such a curvature has. most likely. had a sig-
nificant effect on diode analyses to date. Measured spacings were 
actually mean "Glues across an undefined fraction of the electrode 
surfaces, and observed thermionic currents, likewise, were re-
stricted tc a reduced surface area. In an effort to solve this problerrl, 
copper and molybdenum mirrors, polished out-of-house to laser spe-
cifications, were analyzed. These surfaces showed the highest degree 
of flatness and smoothness. Topographical deviations ,,"cross the 2.5-
cm diameter of these mirrors were within 1. 25 !JIll. (Figure 44). Using 
a Hewlett-Packard 48l5A RF Vector Impedance Meter, room tempera-
ture electrode spacings as low as 3.25 um wert:: recently measured. 
The equivalent electronic circuit for these measurements is shown in 
Figure 45. In this sketch, Cp is the lumped parasitic capacitance of 
the test arrangement; Ls is the stray lead inductance. which is made 
negligibly small by using coaxial cables; R refers to the rf measuring 
coil, which provides ac isolation from the dc bias source; VB is the 
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vector impedance meter test signal at the l'esonant frequency; CL denotes the interelectrode capacitance, which allows the interelec-
trode spacing to be dete rmined; RL is the electrical resistance of the particulate spacers. 
Substantial thermionic output will be observed if low spacings of 3.25 u.tn, measured at room temperature, can be retained at operating 
converter temperatures and cesium pressures. Tests are currently in progress to determine such thermal effects on diode spacing. At 
the same time, preliminary measurements on an actual flexible foil 
collector diode (upper left hand sketch of Figure 36, and in more detail in Figure 46) have shown that acceptable electrical resistance 
can be maintained at operating temperatures across at least 25 to 50 LA m magnesium oxide particulate spacings in the presence of cesium 
at pressures near O. 1 torr. 
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VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
In the foregoing sections, the princip:.tl th e rmionic activities im-portant to NASA missions wer e detailed. Thi ~ section presents an 
ana.lysis of the more significant results. 
One of the most prorr.ising semiconduc tin g c ollector materials, 
which has continued to r e ceive substantial attenti:,m, is BaG. Unlike 
ZnO (which chemically reacts with cesium near 70 0 K, a nd thereby 
critically limits its usefuln e ss in thermioni c converters for space ap-plications), BaO is quite stable up to 1000 K. Unfo r t un ately, however, this material has a high electrical resistance, which necessitates ultra-
thin coatings in thermionic converters. E x perim ent s conducted with o evaporated films of BaO less than lO a A in thicknes s haVt: shown bare 
work functions approx imatin g 1.4 eV, with only a sl ight temperablre dependence in the test region from 400 to 75 0 K. Wi th in t hi. s t em p erature interval, the work function of the evapo rated film was consistently less 
than for the thicker sprayed materiaL For exam ple , a decrease of 0.2 eV was measured at a temperature of 6 50 K. Interestingly enough, 
exposure to low-pressure cesium vapor did not improve the work func-
tion of the evaporated material, contrary to results observed with 
sprayed BaO coatings. How C!ver, exposure to air perman e ntly damages the evaporated film, neces sitating double evapo ration technique s in 
converter construction (i. e., evaporation onto the em itter f ollowed by 
reevaporation ~n the e vacuated, sealed conv p.r t e r onto th e collector). Unfortunately, tungsten detrimentally reac ts wit h thin BaO films, precluding the use of tungsten emitters in such doubl ~ evaporation procedures. 
Enhancement of converter ope l'ation by th e acidition of small amounts 
of oxygen is well known. However, efficient m e thods uf either d i rectly injecting this electronegative species or dispe n :; in 6 it f rom an oxide sur-face in the presen c(> of a high ce sium pres ., ur e have not Le e n developed. Apparently the cesium pressures typic al of i gnited m uc e diod e s rap~dly getter any oxygen provided by these means. 
Direct addition of oxyg e n, by a silv e r It'ak tu be , into a c onverter 
using a LaB6 collector tempo rarily pl'oduc ed a co liL' ctor work function 
of 1.28 eV (as measured i.l'. bc:. \.:k emission) a t low Cf's it',rn pres sur es . Longer oxygenated operation (2200 hours ) a t v. 2') to rr c e sium pr e ssure 
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was obtained (rom a double evaporation of tungsten oxide on a substrate 
of columbium Nith 1'10 zirconium. The first of these films is thought 
to diffuse into the substrate to saturate the columbium with oxygen. The 
second layer is then able to provide the oxygen supply for converter 
operation. E~CA spectral analyses of tungsten oxide collector surfaces 
taken from converters in various stages of activatior" suggest that oxygen is released from such a surface by cesium reduction of the oxide layer. 
The possibility of introducing both oxygen and cesium with a single 
substance was strengthened in preliminary experiments conducted with 
the compound cesium carbonate. Work fu;:.~t io!1': f'£ J . OS tt) 1.15 eV 
were measured on a nickel sample exp0sed to th e products of a heated 
cesium carbonate-coated platinum strip. Therm al decomposition of this 
substance may liberate both cesium and oxygen in stoichiometrically 
optimum amounts to produce low work function surfaces. Variation in 
the Cs:O ratios is accomplished by L.hanging the temperature of the 
evaporation sources. Corresponding changes in work function were 
measured using FERP. Observations suggest that the molecule respon-
sible for generating the best coatings is Cs
20. Experiments will shortly begin on a converter equipped with a reservoir filled with cesium car-bonate in place of the usual cesium metal. 
Replacing the auxiliary grid electrode in the previous triode con-figuration by a ring electrodl! surrounding the emitter and collector 
reduced interelectrode plasnla losses. Visual and e lectronic observa-
tions of the positively-pulsed triode converter indicated that uniform 2 discharges can bt::. sustained in cesium-xenon mixl:ures across O. 7S-cm -
area el€:ctrode surfaces spaced as low as O. 5 mm. Such close spac ingI:' 
seem essential in reducing coulombic resistance effects to tolerable limits. Substantially enhanced output in the power-producing quadrant 
was obeerved in pulsed operation at even the highest experimental 
cesium pressures of 0.5 torr. Such pressures become meaningful in 
terms of creating emitter surfdcea that will generate the desired high-
saturation cur rent levels at morlerate tempe ratures. Although triode power levels are still significantly below those required for efficient 
converter operation, further optimi z ation of the pulsing parameters is 
expected to improve the ring triode' 5 performance. 
An alternative approach to reducing electron space charge effects, 
thereby increasing interelectrod o:: electrical conductivity. is to position 
the emitter and collector surfaces sufficiently close to one another. 
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Spacings of 2t03u:rn are required to generate the desired 5 W /cm 2 of 
power with cesiated emitters at temperatures of 1400 to 1600 K, and 
collector work functions near 1.4 eV. At such small spacings, mechan-ical stability and thermal distortion become major problems. Electrode 
surfaces are separated by microscopic particles. Such particle spacers 
severely limit the flow of thermal energy across the gap and p:-ovide high electrical resistance. Noncesiated experiments conducted with 
numerous semiconductor materials during this reporting p~::.-iod showed 
that a 13-urn minimum separation of hand-polished molybdenum elec-
trodes, one of which wa;:> heated to 1400 K, was_feasible. Short-circuit 
currents of over 1 A were generated with 5-cm Co molybdenum electrodes 
spaced with a porous BaO layer less than 25 urn thick; at these elevated 
temperatures, non shorting ope"ration was possible for over 100 hours. Although porous semiconductors such as BaO can reduce electron space 
charge effects, theore~ical analyses have shown t~eir effectiveness to be limited. Lightly coatp.d ultralow spaced electrodes are, in fact, 
necessary for high-efficiency thermionic conversion without ion neutral-ization of space charge. Using extremely flat molybdenum laser mir-
rors at room temperature, electrode spacings of 3.3 umhave been ob-
tained. Expedments are in progress to determine if these small 
spacings, sufficient for substantial thermionic output, can be main-
tained at operating temperatures. 
The possibility of electrical breakdo,-,"n in close-spaced devices due to cesiated coatings on the particulate spac e rs was preliminarily investigated in a flexible ta:ltalum foil colle c tor diode. High electrical 
resistance was mairtained at operating temperatu l-es for electrodes 
spaced 2.5 to 50uITI with MgO particles at cesiunl pressures of O. 1 torr. Configurational constraints precluded making a c curate measurements 
at closer spacings. 
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V II. CONCLUSIONS 
This section lists the major conclusions arrived at during this 
reporting period: 
• Evaporated thin film BaO coatings produce nearly temperature-
independent bare work functions, which are lower than those of 
the spraye d material. Min~mum values a.pproximating 1.4 eV 
were measured. 
• Heated cesium carbonate dispenses cesium and oxygen in an 
optimum ratio to produce a coating on several substrates with 
a work function of between 1.05 and 1. 15 eV. 
• Back-emission work functions of 1. 28 eV were n1easured froUl 
oxygenated lanthanum l: exaboride used as a collector in an 
uperating diode at low cesium pressure. 
• A collector form e d by a double tun g ste n oxide vapor deposition 
on columbium '\ ith 1 '10 z irconiun1 produced a converier operating 
for 2200 hours at a powe r density of n e arly 3 W Icm and a 
barrier index of 2.06 eV. 
• Improved performanc e was ob7<. lfl ed b y r e placing an auxiliary 
grid electrode \\' ith a ring in a puls e rl tnode . This configura-
tlon allowed emitter-to- l' o~lec tor spa.cin l-!S to be reduced to 
C.5 mm, and ceSiUtcl pressures in c e sium-xenon mixtures to 
be raised to 0,5 torr \',; ith ring pot en tials up to lUO volts . 
• Short-circuit c urr e,1t s of ov _ r on e ampe re were observed from 
noncesiated particulate-s pal' (;cJ d iories ,,\·ith molybdenum electrodes 
rpac ecl less than 25 um byporous naO coatings. I\'o e lectrical 
st10rting o cc urred for over I OU hour s a t e mitter temperatures 
up to 145 0 K . ROolll-t C!llp<: ratur e cl\..'c tl·orl e s pacings as low as 
3.3uI1l w er e llH'asu l'ed \\ : th highly pJ lisli('d molybdenum las e r 
mirrors. Pn~lirnina l' Y c xp e rin .···nt s in ;.t ('csi.ated flexible foil 
collector diod e have indi c ated that no e l ec tri c al sh ortin g o c curs 
at ele c trode spac ing s of 25 to 50 U;11 a nel c , ·s iu .l1 pt'e ssur e s up to 
0.1 torr. 
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